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Hong Kong Players do make Hong Kong proud
China breaks the record with outstanding performance

It should be a fruitful day for the team of Hong Kong in the 3rd Asia and South Pacific 
Boccia Champions as Hong Kong eventually bagged one Gold, one silver and two bronze 
in those four individual events.

The 3rd Asia and South Pacific Boccia Champions is the main event for the athletes to gain 
the entry of the London Paralympics 2009 and it attracted more than 300 people from 
different corners at the Kowloon Park.

The best player in Hong Kong Leung Yuk Wing kept his reputation and faded out the hope 
of Chinese rising star Qi Cui Fang in the final of the class BC4 individual of the 3rd Asia of Chinese rising star Qi Cui Fang in the final of the class BC4 individual of the 3rd Asia 
and South Pacific Boccia Championships. 

Qi gave a threatened challenge to Leung in the first game and she earned two points in 
the first round. But experienced Leung was not easy to beat and he concentrated on his 
hits and grabbed four points. He maintained his consistency and scored two more points in 
the rest of the games and eventually won by 6:2.
In addition, the match of the bronze medal was a game for Hong Kong as Leung’s 
teammates Lau Wai Yan and Leung Mei Yee were competed and Lau released her power 
and finally won by 5:4.

In the class of BC2 individual, the gold medalist of Beijing Paralympics Kwok Hoi Ying was 
competed bravely in the final. Kwok tried her very best to grab a silver medal after a 
tightened final match with Japanese player Hirose Takayuki. Japan obtained the first Gold 
medal in the event.



It was such an exciting final as Takayuki fully concentrated on every hit and gave a 
great pressure to Kwok and eventually won by 4: 1.

On the other hand, Hong Kong’s player Cheung Chun Ping showed his talent 
continually and scored a Bronze medal in class BC1 individual. He led for the first 
three games but Thai player Tadtong Pattaaya was waiting for the last chance in 
game five and hit the white ball perfectly and got the significant two points. However, 
Bronze went to Cheung after the exciting “deuce”. 

It was the end of the match f individual and Hong Kong now is listed in second and 
Korea is leading with two Golds, one silver and 1 bronze.

The pairs and teams matches would be held by tomorrow (20th August) and Hong 
Kong did a great opening as they tasted their first victory by winning Kuwait with 
13:1 in the class of BC1-2.

Country Gold Silver Bronze Total

Korea 2 1 1 4

Hong Kong 1 1 2 4

Japan 1 1

China 1 1

Singapore 1 1

Malaysia 1 1


